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A

t Carnegie Mellon University, we have developed a successful approach to computerized instruction called Cognitive Tutors.1 These

widely used tutors focus on mathematics instruction. For instance, the AlHidden Markov

gebra Tutor, 2 which is currently deployed in more than 2,600 schools

models can be

throughout the US, interacts with approximately 500,000 students each year.
Cognitive Tutors are built on cognitive
models that solve problems in the same
way that students do. They individualize instruction using two processes.
The first, model tracing, uses a model
of students’ problem solving to interpret their actions by finding a path of
cognitive decisions that matches the
observed actions. Given such an interpretation, the tutoring system provides realtime instruction individualized to where
a student is in the problem. The second
process, knowledge tracing, involves inferring which skills the student has mastered and then selecting new problems
and instruction suited to that student’s
knowledge state.
Although the principle of individualizing instruction to a particular student
holds great promise, the practice has
been considerably limited by the ability
to diagnose exactly what the student is
thinking. The only information available

used to combine
behavioral and
brain-imaging data
from an intelligent
tutoring system to
track mental states
during students’
problem-solving
episodes.
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to a typical tutoring system comes from
the students’ actions in the computer interface. The inference from such surface behavior to underlying thought is
perilous.
We have been exploring whether multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) 3–8 of functional magnet resonance imaging (fMRI)
data can be used to infer the mental states
of students learning mathematics. This
approach has shown considerable success in tracking static mental states such
as whether a person is thinking about a
location or an animal. Applying this to
our case involves significant challenges
not faced in many MVPA applications
because it is necessary to track changing student states over time. The paths of
states that students take in solving problems can be quite variable. Nevertheless,
we have achieved relatively high accuracy in determining what step a student
is on when solving a sequence of problems
and whether that step is being performed
correctly.
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Tracking Students’
Mental States
Our approach involves
combining two sources of
information:

3(2x − 5) = 9

6x − 15 = 9

2x − 5 = 3

6x − 5 = 9

numeric keypad. They
cycle through four steps
when solving an algebra
problem. As a simple example, Figure 2 illustrates
the following four steps
in solving the equation
x − 10 = 17:

• A behavioral model
generates sequences of
problem-solving states Figure 1. Tracking student progress. The Cognitive Tutor tracks
1. S electing a transforin response to a prob- students as they follow various correct and incorrect paths.
mation involves selem. For instance, given
lecting an operation
the equation in Figure 1,
called “unwind” and
the model would genindicating that it aperate a sequence of
plies to the whole
transformations of the
equation.
equation resulting in
2. E xecuting the transa solution. Reflecting
formation involves enthe alternative correct
tering x = 10 + 17 by
and error transformaclicking on a keypad.
tions as in Figure 1, the
3. S electing evaluation
model must be able to
involves 10 + 17 as the
produce many possible
term to be evaluated.
sequences for an equa4. E xecuting the evaluation. In addition to rep- Figure 2. Algebraic problem solving. Each panel illustrates the
tion involves entering
resenting the choices state of the Algebra Tutor during one of the four steps of a
27 as the result.
that students might problem-solving cycle.
make, the model repOur research has used an experi- In the example in Figure 2, solving
resents the range of times students
take in performing different steps mental tutoring system that teaches the problem involves just one cycle of
a complete curriculum for solving these four steps. More complex probwhen problem solving.
• Brain imaging involves sequences linear equations based on Paul Foer- lems could involve many cycles of
of fMRI scans that reflect brain ac- ster’s classic algebra text.9 (See pre- these four steps.
tivity occurring as students solve vious work for more details on the
problems. Each scan involves whole experimental tutoring system.10,11) A Methodology
images of brain activity, and we The tutoring system has a minimalist for fMRI State Tracing
acquire these at intervals of about design to facilitate experimental con- We developed a novel synthesis of
2 seconds. This frequency of sam- trol and detailed data collection. three well-developed methodologies
pling is adequate because of the Nonetheless, it has the basic compo- for following students’ mental states.12
sluggish nature of the hemo nents of a cognitive tutor: instruction Our approach consists of three comdynamic response that is tracked in when new material is introduced, ponents: hidden Markov models
fMRI scanning. fMRI’s high spa- help upon request, and error flagging (HMMs), MVPA, and student modtial resolution compensates for this during problem solving. We are con- eling. We illustrate them here with
rather coarse temporal tracking by cerned with tracking students’ men- respect to an example study, which
letting us track different activity in tal states as they work through prob- we described in detail in a previous
small regions of the brain.
lems after the initial instruction in a report.13 That study followed 16 chilsection.
dren going through a sequence of
Interpreting the student problem solvStudents use a mouse for all tu- algebra problems with the tutor’s asing involves taking the brain-imaging tor interactions—to select parts of sistance. They worked with the tutor
data stream and identifying the men- the problem, select operations from over six days (days 0 to 5) and were
tal states in the behavioral model.
a menu, and enter values from a scanned on days 1 and 5. This article
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Figure 3. The behavioral model as a semi-Markov process. States correspond
to steps (green correct, red incorrect) and rest periods (R).

focuses on interpreting the students’
problem solving on day 5. To interpret a particular student’s behavior
on day 5, we combined information
from other students on day 5 and data
from that student on day 1. This is
similar to the development and application of Cognitive Tutors, which are
deployed with statistics based on pilot
students. As a particular student progresses through the curriculum, Cognitive Tutors build a model of that
student.
Our brain-imaging data come from
blocks, which are sequences of about
six problems. We used the brainimaging data to determine what problem a student is working on and what
step the student is performing within
a problem. Determining what step the
student is on is referred to as the segmentation goal. We also used the imaging data to determine whether that step
is being performed correctly. We refer
to this as the diagnosis goal. We chose
these goals because there is a hard definition of ground truth here—namely,
the computer logs of the students’
progress through these problems.
Component 1

We used HMMs to represent the
students’ nondeterministic progress
through the problems. Figure 3 illustrates part of the HMM state structure used in the application under
discussion. The figure shows the state
structure for a block fragment that
involves finishing a prior problem,
transitioning to a rest state, stepping
through one cycle of four steps to solve
a problem, and returning to a rest
state before the next problem. Each of
24

the steps in solving the problem can
be performed correctly or incorrectly.
A block of problems was represented
with a sequence of separate states for
each problem in a block. A typical
block might consist of 50 such states.
HMMs offer a powerful way to
represent a student model because
of the efficient algorithms for assigning probabilities to different possible
state sequences. The critical feature of
HMMs is their Markov property that
the future course of problem solving
only depends on the current state and
not past history. Cognitive science
models are not typically cast in a way
that satisfies this Markov property,
but nonetheless we have found ways
to convert typical cognitive models
into Markov state structures.
In the current example, we set the
probabilities of state transitions for a
particular student on the basis of other
students’ behavioral data. In addition
to these transition probabilities, the
HMM algorithms use the conditional
probabilities of different observed data
given different states to help determine
the sequence of states. In our case, these
are the conditional probabilities of different brain-imaging patterns. Different
HMM algorithms14 can find the probability that a student is in a particular state during any scan (suitable for
model tracing), the most probable interpretation of a block of scans (suitable
for knowledge tracing), or the probability of a set of data given a particular
model (suitable for model evaluation).
In many applications (including the
current one), we do not have access to
when states change and must infer the
boundaries between states as well as
www.computer.org/intelligent

the states themselves. This requires
using a HMM variant called semiMarkov models because the duration
in a state is variable.15 The same basic
HMM algorithms apply with semiMarkov models except that we must,
in effect, treat each different number
of scans in a state as its own state. We
also use other students’ behavioral
data to infer a probability distribution
of durations in the different states.
Component 2

In performing our MVPA, we can use
the tens of thousands of whole-brain
images from different students going
through different problems. We train
multivoxel classifiers to associate
different brain patterns with different
mental states. These classifiers deliver
the conditional probabilities that a
given brain pattern comes from particular states, which is what is needed
for the HMM logic. Several features
distinguish our approach to this pattern classification problem:
• State abstraction. The number of
states in the model can be large.
The current example involves approximately 50 states for each block
of problems. Even though there are
tens of thousands of images, there is
not enough data to recognize each
pattern without running into severe
overfitting problems. Therefore, it is
necessary to find some abstraction
of the specific states into a smaller
number of states. This application
used nine abstract states; one corresponded to the rest period between
problems and the other eight were
the four basic steps (see Figure 2)
performed correctly or incorrectly.
• Coarse, whole brain activation patterns. Although we have enjoyed
some success using specific predefined regions in some of our other
work,16 we throw away information in such a complex task if we
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
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Figure 4. Output of multivoxel pattern analysis. Standardized differences between
weights associated with error states and correct states.
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Proportion of observations

do not use the activation over the
full brain. We take the brain activity over approximately 400 megaregions, each a little more than a centimeter cubed. Using smaller regions
does not yield much more information, and the sheer number of such
regions leads to serious overfitting
problems. Figure 4 illustrates the regions and their weights of association with being in an error state.
• Linear discriminant analysis. We use
efficient LDA methods. We examined several methods sometimes associated with improved performance
in the literature such as support vector machines (SVMs) with radial basis functions and other kernels. These
methods did not help, perhaps because of the large number of regions
and scans in our dataset. Chih-Wei
Hsu and colleagues also noted that
SVMs do not give better results than
linear classifiers when the number
of features and instances are large.17
LDA is much more efficient and produces the conditional probabilities
that HMMs require.
• Scan lag. We train the classifier to associate states with the brain activity
that follows 4 to 5 seconds after the
student is in that state. This delay
gives us optimal performance, which
is not surprising given the lag of the
hemodynamic response. The current
example uses the activity two scans
(4 seconds) later to classify the state
the student was in during a particular scan. We have tried using multiple scans rather than a single scan to
classify a target scan, but this typically results in overfitting the data.
• Merging group and individual
data. The best performance comes
from combining imaging patterns
both from other students and from
the particular student (in this case
from day 1) to train the classifier.
The data from specific students
are useful because each student’s
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Figure 5. Distribution of (a) correct and (b) error step times for a student on day
5 as a function of the difficulty other students experienced with that step. The
points connected by dotted lines are the proportions of observations with different
numbers of scans. The smooth lines are fitted gamma functions.

activation patterns contain his or
her own idiosyncrasies. However,
there is not enough data from individual students to reliably train student-specific classifiers. In the current example, we equally weighted
the imaging data from a particular
student and the other 15 students.
Component 3

The probabilities of various state
transitions and duration of residences
within a state can be estimated from
other students and a particular student’s past behavior. In contrast to
www.computer.org/intelligent

MVPA, where abstract states are
needed to avoid overfitting, the best
results come from using estimates of
durations in specific states and transition probabilities between these
states. This lets us capture the large
differences among problems.
For instance, in the current example we obtained from other students
statistics on state durations and error probabilities for each step of each
problem. We tuned these to reflect
the overall speed and accuracy of the
particular student on day 1 to predict
that student on day 5. Figure 5 shows
25
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the distribution of times and error
rates aggregated into three categories
of problem difficulty. The continuous
latency distributions fit these data,
which let us calculate the probability
of any duration for any problem.
Combining the Components

With this framework, we can calculate the probability of any interpretation of a sequence of scans. For
example, consider a situation where
a student is solving a sequence of
problems that involves m scans,
going through r steps, which are
a subset of s states. In the current
experiment, for a specific block of
problems and a particular student, m
would be on the order of 150 scans,
r would be on the order of 30 steps,
and s on the order of 50 states. An
interpretation I of the m scans is an
assignment of the scans to a subset of
the s states.
Using a naive Bayes rule, we can
calculate the probability of any interpretation I as the product of
prior probability determined by the
behavioral model and the conditional probabilities of the fMRI signals given the assignment of scans to
states:
r −1


p(I | fMRI) ∝  Sr (ar )
pk (ak ) ∗ tk, k +1 


k =1


m+ 2

∗
p(fMRI j | I) 


 j =3


∏

∏

The first term in the product is
the prior probability (based on the
behavioral model) and the second
term involves the conditional probabilities (based on the imaging data’s
LDA). The term pk(ak) in the prior
probability is the probability that the
kth interval is of length ak, and Sr(ar)
is the probability of the rth interval
surviving at least as long as ar. The
26

term tk,k+1 is the probability of transitioning from state k to k + 1. The second term contains p(fMRIj | I), which
are the probability density values for
the fMRI signal on scan j + 2 given
I’s assignment of scan j to a state.
Figure 6 illustrates this computation for a hypothetical problem that
takes five scans. Figure 6a shows a
Markov model, simpler than Figure 3,
with only two steps. It provides on its
links the tk,k+1 probabilities of transitioning from state k to k + 1. Figure 6b
shows a distribution of q number of
scans, simpler than Figure 4, with
only two distributions, pk(ak), for
correct and incorrect steps. The durations of the steps range from one
to four scans, with a mean of two
for correct steps and 2.5 for errors.
Figure 6c illustrates the calculation of
p(fMRIj | I), assuming four-voxel images rather than the 408-voxel images
in Figure 3. This simplified version is
still representative of the noise in images. It illustrates the images associated with the five scans for this problem, plus the mean image patterns
in correct and error states. It also
gives the densities for each scan under
the hypotheses that the scan is correct and under the hypothesis this it
is an error. (The calculation of these
conditional probabilities by LDA depends on the covariance matrix of the
training scans as well as the displayed
means. The weights for corrects are
–0.61, 0.26, 0.80, and –0.77; for errors the sign is inversed.) The forward
HMM algorithm can combine the information in Figures 6a through 6c
to assign a probability that each scan
comes from each state (see Figure 6d).
As we discussed in a previous work,12
the probabilities in Figure 6d for scan
j reflect the sum of all interpretations
p(I | fMRI) from the beginning to
scan j. The forward algorithm can be
used to assign an interpretation, updated as each scan comes in.
www.computer.org/intelligent

We can also use the Viterbi algorithm to identify the most probable interpretation of the entire sequence. In
this simple example, there are just 16
possible interpretations (four possible
break points between the two steps
and each step can either be correct or
incorrect: 4 × 2 × 2). The most probable interpretation assigns the two
scans to a correct first step and the
remaining three to an incorrect second step. The posterior probability of
this interpretation is 0.408. The closest competitor to this interpretation,
with a posterior probability of 0.315,
assigns the first three scans to a correct first step and the remaining two
to an incorrect second step. Although
the third scan more likely comes from
a correct step (Figure 6c) in line with
this alternative interpretation, there
is a higher probability of a two-scan
correct step than a three-scan correct
step (Figure 6b), in line with the more
probable interpretation. Thus, both
interpretations agree that the first
step is correct and the second is in error, although there is this slight disagreement about segmentation.

Evaluation and Discussion
Although the simple example involves
just 16 possible interpretations, the
real data comes in blocks with an astronomical number of possible interpretations. The Viterbi algorithm can
efficiently find the most probable. We
have computer logs giving us exactly
what the student did. We held this information back from the algorithm as
a definition of ground truth and investigated whether the algorithm could
predict the data in those logs. (Visit
http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/actrnews/
index.php?id=34 to see a demonstration of our system’s performance on
one block of algebra problems, predicting the actual mouse clicks in
the problem.) We performed separate evaluations of the segmentation
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
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Figure 6. A simplified illustration of the components involved in the algorithm and their combination. The example involves
a two-step problem, where each step can either be from an abstract correct or incorrect state. (a) A semi-Markov model
containing the transition probabilities tk,k+1 between steps (green correct, red incorrect). (b) The probabilities pk (ak) that
correct and incorrect steps will last different numbers of scans. (c) The conditional densities p(fMRIj | I) of the fMRI images given
interpretations as coming from correct or incorrect states. Average image patterns are illustrated for correct and incorrect steps.
Images for each scan are below the scan number. (d) The posterior probabilities that a scan comes from each of the four states
given the images up to and including the image for that scan.

goal (identifying what step a student
is performing) and the diagnosis goal
(determining whether that step is being performed correctly).
Figure 7 illustrates the algorithm’s
performance on these two dimensions. Figure 7a illustrates the algorithm’s success at identifying where
the student is in a sequence of problems that might take between 3 and
6 minutes to complete. The algorithm
assigned each scan to a step of some
problem, and the figure plots the
mean difference between the assigned
september/october 2011

step and the true step. It shows how
well the algorithm can do using just
statistics based on fMRI data, just
behavioral data, and both. It illustrates the powerful multiplicative effect we get by combining behavioral
and fMRI data.
Figure 7b illustrates the success of
the approach on the diagnosis goal.
We were able to vary the criterion
for classifying a step as an error and
so generate a curve giving the probability of a hit (classifying an error
step as an error) as a function of the
www.computer.org/intelligent

probability of a false alarm (classifying a correct step as an error). A measure of classification accuracy is the
area under the curve, which is 0.5 for
chance classification and 1.0 for perfect classification. The figure shows
the level of performance is as high as
0.946.

T

he combination of MVPA and a
behavioral model of the student
can yield a fairly accurate diagnosis of
where a student is in problem-solving
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Figure 7. Algorithmic performance. We report our algorithm’s performance on the (a) segmentation goal and (b) diagnosis goal.

episodes lasting many minutes. Moreover, prediction accuracy using both
information sources was substantially greater than using either source
alone.
The performance in Figure 7
should not be taken as the limit of
what can be achieved. We could improve performance by enhancing the
imaging data, adding additional data
sources, or improving the behavioral
model.
Achieving improved performance
will be critical for tutoring applications of this methodology. Critical
to instructional decisions are diagnosing mental states such as whether
the student is confused, is doing critical problem solving, or has reached a
point of routine procedural execution.
This could help the system determine
whether to offer help, let the students
work on their own, or advance the students to a new curriculum objective.
A challenge in making such discriminations is defining ground truth. The
current example used computer records to decide what step the student
was on and whether the step was in
error. There are not similarly hard
definitions of things such as whether
a student is confused, but researchers
are making progress on defining such
states within the context of intelligent
tutoring systems.18
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